Hymn to Brahman


NAMAS TE SATE SARVA–LOKĀŚRAYĀYA
NAMAS TE ČITE VIŚVA–RŪPĀTMAKĀYA,
NAMO ’DVITA TATTVĀYA MUKTI–PRADĀYA
NAMO BRAHMAṆE VYĀPINE NIRGUṆĀYA. (#1)

Om! Existence and support of all beings, Salutations to You;
Intelligence pervading the whole of the universe, Salutations to You;
Salutations to the Principle which is One without a second and the Giver of freedom;
Salutations to Brahman, the all-pervading, beyond differentiation.

TVAM EKAṂ ŠARAṆYAṂ TVAM EKAṂ VARE ṢYAṂ
TVAM EKAṂ JAGAT–KĀRAṆAṂ VIŚVA–RŪPAM,
TVAM EKAṂ JAGAT KARTṛ PĀṬṬ PRAHARTṛ
TVAM EKAṂ PARAṂ NIŚČALAM NIRVIKALPAM. (#2)

You alone are the refuge; You alone are most excellent;
You alone are the sole cause of the universe and pervade everywhere;
You alone are the creator, protector, and destroyer of the universe;
You alone are the Supreme, immovable and unchanging.

BHAYĀṆĀṂ BHAYAṂ BHĪṢAṆAṂ BHĪṢAṆĀṆAṂ
GATṛ PRĀṆINĀṂ PĀVANĀṂ PĀVANĀṆĀṂ,
MAHOCCAIṬ PADĀṆAṂ NIYANṬṛ TVAM EKAṂ
PAREŚAṂ PARAṂ RAKṢAṆAṂ RAKṢAṆĀṆAṂ. (#3)

The fear of fears, the terror of terrors;
the ultimate destination of beings, the purifier of all purifiers;
You alone are the controller of those in high places;
the highest of the high, the protector of all protectors.
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